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ABSTRACT

Expressions are obtained for the phase delay of a radio wave as a 

function of meteorological parameters. Calculations of total water vapor, 

vapor phase delays, and dry air phase delays are performed from U. S. 

Weather Bureau radiosonde data for three locations in the Southwest which 

might resemble locations for large radio telescope arrays and for Hunting

ton, West Virginia, which is  the nearest radiosonde station to the radio 

telescopes at Green Bank. The phase delay due to water vapor is  related 

to the thermal emission of water vapor near its 1.35 cm resonance line. 

Phase delays predicted from computed water vapor emission spectra are 

compared with those calculated directly from the radiosonde data.
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I. Atmospheric Effects on Radio Wave Phase

A. Theory

The phase change experienced by an electromagnetic wave propagating 

along a path L is

- ?  /
A <f> » r~  / n(fc)dfc radians (1)

0  T

L  x 1p . c t "
where XQis  the wavelength in vacuum and n(£) is  the refractive index at position I 

on the path. The refractive index of air is  usually expressed in N-units where.

N  = (n - 1) • 10* (2)

and represents, in parts per million, the deviation from unity. For frequencies
effect

below 30 GHz N is  independent of frequency (the dispersive/of the 22.2 GHz water 

vapor resonance line is  considered in Appendix 1) and given by [1].

4810 eP + (3)

where T = temperature (°K)

P = total pressure (mb.) 

e = partial pressure of water vapor (mb.)

Using the relation derived in Appendix 2 relating relative humidity, temperature, 

and water vapor density, (3) can be written as

N = N , + N d v

Pwhere N , = 77.6 — d T

= 2 .7  x  104 p .a

due to dry air (4a)

» pvNv = 1.723 x  10 “  due to water vapor (4b)



In equations (4), p  ̂ and p^ are respectively the dry air density and water vapor

density expressed in grams per cubic meter. The physical reason that the index

of refraction of water vapor is  proportional to densit y divided by temperature

whereas that of dry air is  proportional to density is  that the water vapor molecule

has an electric dipole moment. The random alignment of the dipole increases with

temperature thus lowering the index of refraction. Typical values of N , and N in
d v

the lower troposphere are for frequencies below 30 GHz

Combining equations (1), (2), and (4), expressions are obtained for the 

additional phase delay introduced by the atmosphere on a wave propagating along 

path L.

The integrals in equations (5) must be taken over the exact path traveled by the 

wave including refractive bending of the path by the atmosphere. Bending is  con

sidered below.

One may relate the total vapor phase delay to the total precipitable water 

vapor by defining an effective temperature T such that

Nd

v

radians

due to dry air (5a)

p , d£ radians

radians due to vapor (5b)

L
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Then

radians (6)

where Mv = total precipitable water vapor in cm.

Equation (6) can be made independent of frequency by expressing the phase delay

as the relation between the path length increase and the amount of precipitable 

water vapor.

An estimate of the lengthening of the geometrical path due to bending is  

obtained using Schulkin’ s [2] calculation shown in figure 1 for total atmospheric 

bending. To first order the difference between the actual bent path L and the 

apparent path L* (see figure 2) is

where hQ is  an effective height of the atmosphere and A0(©o) is  the total bending at 

angle 0 Q with the horizon. Equation (7) holds only for 0 Q ~  10°. For ©0 = 10° and 

using hQ = 10 km

as an increase in path length ALv

Mv17.2 “z~ meters 
T

Assuming T = 280 °K leads to

ALv cm path length increase
Mv * cm precipitable water vapor

AL = ------------------bending sin 0 O tan 0 Q

AL.bending 326 meters
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At 11 cm wavelength this corresponds to a phase delay of

A <f>. = 1 .86x10*  radians.^bending

B. Calculations from Radiosonde Data

Figures 3-6 show the results of evaluating the integrals of equations (5) 

for atmospheric conditions as determined from U. S. Weather Bureau radiosondes 

launched at twelve hour intervals. The phase delays due to vapor and dry air are 

plotted separately on the lower portion of the graphs with total water vapor indicated 

on the upper portion. The phase calculations are for a signal at 11 cm wavelength 

propagating vertically down through the atmosphere, so that bending effects are not 

present. All integrals were evaluated between the surface level and a height corre

sponding to 100 mb pressure (approximately 16. 5 kilometers). Trapezoidal integra

tion of the radiosonde data points was used. The height difference between data points 
was approximately 0. 5 kilometers.

Results of calculations are shown for three locations in the southwestern

United States, which might resemble potential sites for a large array of radio te le

scopes, and for Huntington, West Virginia, which is  the nearest radiosonde station 

to the radio telescopes at Green Bank. The dates used are the first five days of 

February and of August to illustrate the extremes of seasons. Some statistical in

formation is  obtained since the calculations are performed for each of the past five 

years (1962-66). Statistics for total water vapor as determined from the data pre

sented in figures 3-6 are given in table 1. The stations are arranged in order of the 

five year average of the standard deviation.

Mean atmospheric water vapor density and relative humidity profiles are 

shown in figure 7 for February and August for each of the locations. Although the 

surface value of the relative humidity is  appreciably lower for three stations in the 

southwest, the amount of water vapor at these stations is  not as significantly lower 

due to their warmer climate. Relative humidity can be a misleading measure of 

water vapor density because the absolute amount of vapor that air can hold increases 

with temperature.



TOTAL WATER VAPOR STATISTICS

all values in cm of total precipitable water

Station 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 5-Year
Average

mean <7 mean cr mean cr mean cr mean cr mean cr

February 1-5

El P a s o ............. .59 .10 .91 .19 .50 .10 .91 .18 .63 .11 .75 .18

Albuquerque.. . . .60 .09 .96 .27 .43 .13 .57 .18 .56 .06 .67 .19

Tucson ............. .70 .07 1.32 .36 .52 .12 1.21 .36 .76 .18 .95 .30

Huntington......... 1.28 .30 1.29

00• .70 .36 .37 .23 .60 .18 .89 • »&. CO

August 1-5

Albuquerque.. . . 1.79 .41 2.37 .29 2.47 .39 2.33 .27 2.71 .36 2.38 .39

Tucson ............. 2.84 .72 4.03 .26 3.84 .35 2.84 .52 3.60 .30 3.48 .48

El P a s o ............. 2.69 .44 2. 88 .41 2.38 .47 2.44 .48 3.23 .74 2.77 .55

Huntington......... 3 .01 .59 3.16 .57 3.50 .79 2.47 .67 2.59 .67 2.99 .66

Table 1 — Total Water Vapor Statistics showing Mean and Standard Deviation cr.
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The errors in the data of figures 3-7 should be le ss  than 5 percent for all 

values. The U. S. Weather Bureau radiosonde instrumentation consists of a relative 

humidity sensor and a temperature sensor. Readings axe taken at fixed pressure 

intervals. Height is  computed from pressure and temperature. Water vapor density 

is  calculated from relative humidity and temperature as discussed in Appendix 1.

The radiosonde relative humidity sensor is  a moisture sensitive resistor which gives 

readings accurate to within 5 percent. This leads to at most a 5 percent error in the 

total water vapor and vapor phase shift calculated from the radiosonde records. The 

radiosonde temperature sensor is  accurate to a few tenths centigrade degree.

The calculations from radiosonde data discussed above cannot give quantita

tive predictions of the atmospheric effect on phase stability of an array of radio 

telescopes. For the operation of such an array one is  interested not in the total 

phase shift due to the atmosphere, but how this phase shift varies from the line of 

sight of one element to another and over a time period comparable to the integration 

time of the instruments. A measure of both spatial and temporal variation of 

atmospheric inhomogeneities is  necessary before an estimate can be made of this 

differential phase shift. At the time of writing an accurate value of this correlation 

distance was not available. Kaydanovskiy and Smirnova [3] use a correlation radius 

of 60 meters for atmospheric inhomogeneities and conclude that tropospheric effects 

on phase fluctuations are completely negligible for wavelengths longer than a few 

centimeters. This conclusion appears extremely optimistic considering the magni

tude of phase fluctuations given in figures 3-6. It should be remembered, however, 

that the sample time for the points shown in these figures is  twelve hours. Over a 

shorter time period, le ss  scatter in the points would be expected.

An infrared device for measuring total precipitable water is  now becoming 

operational at Green Bank. With two of these devices, much information about the 

structure of atmospheric water vapor cells can be obtained by operating these de

vices at various baselines and synchronously recording their outputs. A quantitative 

value for the differential vapor phase shifts can be had by using equation (6) and 

letting be the difference in total vapor along the two paths.
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The phase delay due to liquid water in the atmosphere has been neglected 

in the analysis so far. Whether or not this is  justifiable depends on local conditions. 

The refractive index of liquid water is  shown in figure 8. The points in the centimeter 

range are values given by Goldstein [4]. At a wavelength of 11 cm the refractive index 

of 9 leads to the relation between electrical path length increase due to liquid water 

and total amount of liquid water in path:

___ _ _ cm path length increase
M i  cm liquid water ^

The electrical path length cloud of one kilometer dimension contain

ing 1 gm/m3 liquid water /is  9 mm. At 11 cm wavelength this corresponds to approxi

mately thirty degrees phase shift. Data on local cloud conditions are needed in order to 

obtain quantitative estimates of phase delay due to liquid water.

Water, in both liquid and vapor form, is  expected to be the chief cause of 

phase fluctuations in interferometric system s due to atmospheric turbulence. Although 

the calculations from radiosonde data indicate that the magnitude of phase fluctuations 

along a single path due to dry air may be comparable to those due to vapor, the spatial 

extent of dry air inhomogeneities is  expected to be much larger than the dimensions of 

any feasible array and should not appreciably affect phase stability. More data on dry 

air inhomogeneities are needed to verify this. The phase delay due to refractive bending 

becomes important only at angles near the horizon. For these angles, each element 

of an array will be looking through the same amount of atmosphere and the bending 

effect should be the same for each.

IT. Correction of Phase Fluctuations Due to Atmospheric Water by Radiometric 
Measurements

In this section the phase delay due to atmospheric water is  related to its thermal 

emission. By radiometrically measuring the emission as seen at various elements of an 

array one can infer the phase shift due to the atmosphere and make corrections for
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different changes along the line of sights of different elements. Ideally the same 

portion of atmosphere should be contained within the antenna beams of the main array 

elements and the antenna beam used in measuring the atmospheric water emission. 

The brightness temperature at frequency v due to water vapor is

A theoretical expression for the water vapor absorption coefficient was derived from 

quantum mechanics by Van VLeck in 1947 [5]. The water vapor molecule has a rota

tional resonance line in the microwave range at 1.35 cm (22.235 GHz) and absorption 

in the region of this wavelength is  greatly enhanced. Due to pressure broadening in 

the troposphere, the line width is  approximately 4 GHz and varies according to the 

distribution of water vapor with altitude. Atmospheric water vapor spectra have been 

computed by Hogg [6], Barrett and Chung [7], Staelin [8], and Gaut [9]. Barrett and 

Chung predict that an anomalous spike will occur in the spectrum at 22.235 GHz due to 

stratospheric water vapor. Staelin and Gaut compare computed atmospheric opacity 

spectra with that determined experimentally.

Figure 9 shows brightness temperature and opacity spectra computed.for the

three locations in the Southwest antVHuntington. Spectra are shown for 1966 mean 

atmospheric conditions for February and August as determined from radiosonde data. 

Any spikes due to stratospheric water vapor are not present in these calculations as 

the radiosondes were not capable of detecting vapor in the stratosphere.

The absorption coefficient, a (y , JL) used in computing the spectra of figure 9 

was taken from Staelin [8]:

= /  T(Jl)a? vapor (9)

where £ = position along radiation path L

vapor

a vapor(v, £) is  the absorption coefficient of water vapor at 

frequency v and for atmospheric conditions at 

I .

for
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cl ( y , i )  vapor' ' 3.24 x 10'4 e ‘ 644/,T

v2P p 
~ 3 .125 1 + 0. 0147 £T

( y -  22. 235)2 + (Aî )2

(u + 22. 235)2 + (Ai>)2

+ 2 .5 5 x 1 0 ~*pv2 cm-1 (11)

where

and

Ay = 2. 58 x 10“3 x 1 + 0 .  0147 pT I _____ P

P ' (T/318)0- 625

y = frequency, GHz

T = temperature, °K at £

P = total pressure, mb at I

p = water vapor density, g /m 3 at *

A plot of a (v, J i )  expressed in db/km for p = 1 gm/m3, T = 318 °K and vapor
P = 1013 mb is  shown in figure 10. To a very good approximation a ( v , i ) is  propor

tional to p, the water vapor density. Also shown in figure 10 are the experimental 

values determined for the same conditions by Becker and Autler [10].

The problem now is  to relate the vapor brightness spectrum to the vapor phase 

shift. From equation (5b) it is  seen that the meteorological quantity which must be 

determined is  /  (p^/T)d£ . Equation (9) can be written as
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T gM  = /  WF(v, I ) |  d* (12)
L

where
I

/ ox -  I  <x(v» I' ) M  (13)
WF(v, I) = T2(*) e °'

Equation (10 must be solved for /  ^  d £ . In order to do this we must have some
L T

knowledge of the weighting function WF( I , i'). Figure 11 shows weighting functions at

various frequencies near the water vapor resonance line computed for mean December

atmospheric conditions over Washington, D. C.

To eliminate non-water vapor contributions, T (y) can be measured at two
13

frequencies near the 1.35 cm resonance and the difference taken. 

a t b (1V  = TB<*V ■ t b (1,2)

= / ( W F ^ . l J - W F ^ ,  *)) | d* (14)
L

To a good approximation 

p po -kh
£  = 7T e (15)

o

where p0> TQ are surface values

~  is  an effective scale height 

h is  height above surface.

In the region 0-6 km containing most of the water vapor, the weighting functions are 

approximately linear with height.
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WF(y, I) = a(i>) + b(v)h (16)

where a(p), b(y) are constants for a given frequency.

Combining (14), (15), and (16) with % — h sec ©, where 0  is  the angle of observation 

with respect to the zenith, yields

n oopo
a t b (vi» v2) = ijjT /  [(aj “ a2) + (bj " b2) h sec ©] e“kh sec 0  dh

(a! “ a2) (bj ~ b2) sec2 © 
---- ;------ sec © + ~

k2

The above may be solved for k

, , po<ai -  S> 
k = < t ~ ~ - - +2 T AT 0 B

Pp(ai ~ a2>
2 T AT„ 0 B

po<bi ‘  b2>
AT 

0 B
sec © (17)

Only the positive root has been retained due to physical considerations. 

The vapor phase change is  now related to k

A 0 = ~  1.723 x 10“3 /  £  d* r v X0 J T

1. 083 x H T 2 Po

1. 083 x 10~2 P. SeC 9  

\  T« k
radians (18)
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Combining (17) and (18)

A T
A <b = 2 .1 6 6 x 1 0  — -----s —r v ty a  -  aj)

1 + 1 + 4 T 0 A T B (Y b2>

P 0<ai ~ ®2>a

] (19)

Typically, the quantity

4T ATO B

is  of order unity and the bracketed factor in (19) cannot be simplified by an approxi

mation.. Equation (19) relates the vapor phase delay to (1) the difference in brightness 

temperature at two frequencies, (2) the surface value of the vapor density, tempera

ture, and weighting function, and (3) the effective slope of the weighting function. All 

of these quantities except the weighting function slope are directly measurable. 

Equation (19) may be rewritten as

AT
A <p = 2.166 X 10-2 — — - — r 

v o i -  a2>
1 + 1 + 0

T AT 1 0 a.B
(20)

where 0 is  a constant depending on the frequencies at which AT is measured.B
Although /? may be calculated directly from the weighting functions, a more accurate 

procedure is  to use a model atmosphere to calculate all the quantities except /? in the
*

above expression and solve for /?. Doing this

2 1f  21. 66 AT

T AT O B

B
A <b A,(a, -  a„) ^v o' 1 2

-  1 -  1 (21)

* In retrospect, a more stable expression for A 0y would have been obtained if  
the surface contribution to ft had been separated from the contribution due to weighting 
function slope, namely to have used equation (19) and solved for (bj -  t^) from a model 
atmosphere.
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Figure 12 shows the absolute and percentage errors experienced in pre

dicting the vapor phase delay using (20). The correct vapor phase delay is  taken as

22. 0 GHz and AT^ calculated by evaluating the integral in (9) for individual radio

sonde records. The parameter j8 was calculated from (21) using the February 1966 

hour 0 mean atmosphere for February calculations and the August 1966 hour 0 mean 

atmosphere for August calculations. The errors shown in figure 12 are due only to 

variations in atmospheric conditions from the model atmosphere used in calculating 

0. In particular, the errors are due to the difference in the weighting functions for 

the individual days of calculation and the weighting functions for the model atmosphere. 

As can be seen from (13) and noting that (a) a/P is  virtually independent of P and 

(b) i ) d i  is much le ss  than unity except for angles near the horizon, the

weighting functions are very insensitive to variations in p( I ). They are most sensi

tive to variations in the temperature profile T( I ). The percentage errors when pre

dicting phase variations along different, but nearby, atmospheric paths are expected 

to be much smaller than those shown in figure 12. Over any feasible array dimension, 

the temperature will vary by a minute amount and errors due to changes in atmospheric 

conditions from those of the model used in calculating jS should essentially cancel when 

the difference in phase along two paths is  predicted.

and errors in the expression used for the absorption coefficient. From the d is

crepancy between experimental and theoretical values of a ( v t I ) shown in figure 10, 

the absorption coefficient error may be estimated roughly as 5 percent. More experi

mental values for a(v ,  & ) under various conditions are needed before an accurate 

estimate can be made of this error. The error due to noise in measurements of AT

that calculated from (5b). The frequencies used in determining AT were 20. 0 and
B

Other errors will arise in practice because of errors in measuring AT
£

B
is  straightforwardly determined. From (20) one obtains

where
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as the relation between the relative errors in ATfi and A <j> . For August conditions 

in Tucson and frequencies 20 and 22 GHz

AT = 30 

k2 = 2.3 xlO "2

which leads to

d(A<M d(AT )

" A 0  = *88 A T  v B

For these conditions the percentage error in the phase prediction is  slightly le ss  than

that in measuring AT .
13

The effect of clouds is  now considered. The absorption coefficient of 

clouds valid in the wavelength range 0. 8 -  3. 0 cm is  given by Staelin [8] as

1Q0 .0122 (291 -  T) -  6

01 clouds X2 ^  Cm

where p  ̂ is  the liquid water density of the clouds in gm/m3 

T is  the cloud temperature (°K)

A is  the wavelength (cm)

The total opacity /  ot(v, &) d£ is  
L

0.0122 (291 -  T) -  6 
T = ^ ------ - --------- / p£ d*

X2

!91
(23)

1q.0122 (291 -  T )-2

where M ̂  is  the total amount of liquid water in the clouds in gm /cm 2

and it has been assumed the temperature of the cloud is  constant.
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The brightness temperature of the clouds is

r
Tb  (v) = /  T = T ,  ,(1 -  e~T*

Bcloud o cloud cloud

for a constant temperature Tcloud within the cloud. For opacity r small compared 

to unity the above becomes

TB , .(v) = Tcloud r{v) cloud
1Q. 0122 (291 -  T) -  6 

^cloud A2 ^  £

The relation between total liquid water and difference in brightness temperatures 

due to clouds measured at two wavelengths is

ATB
= ________cloud # 6 -  .0122 (291 -  T)

1 1
cloud k '  v

The phase change due to the liquid water is  found from by using (8). The bright

ness temperature due to a one kilometer cloud at temperature 291 °K with 1 gm/m3 

liquid water density is

Tb  = 16.4 °K at 22.0 GHz. 
cloud

T = 13 .5°K at 20.0 GHz.
cloud

Because the spectrum of clouds has a frequency squared dependence, their contribu

tion to the total brightness temperature may be separated from that of water vapor. 

Staelin gives a method for doing this by choosing frequencies such that the weighting 

function at the two frequencies are related by
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WF(v9, I ) = A • WF(v * ) £ 1

2
where A is  a constant

Local cloud data is  needed before it can be determined if  the effects of clouds on 

phase and emission spectra must be taken into account.

Id. Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work

The zenith phase delay at 11 cm wavelength because of the atmosphere approxima

tely 100 radians due to dry air and 1-10 radians due to water vapor depending upon 

season. Daily fluctuations are of order 1 radian due to dry air and . 5-5 radians due 

to vapor. More data on atmospheric inhomogeneities is  needed before a quantitative 

estimate can be made of atmospheric effects on the relative phase delays of signals 

propagating along slightly different paths. It is  expected that only water vapor and 

water droplets have inhomogeneity scale sizes sufficiently small to affect the phase 

performance of an array of feasible dimensions.

Although surface values of relative humidity are appreciably lower in the 

southwestern U. S. than in West Virginia, the amount and daily fluctuations in total 

vapor and vapor phase delays are of the same order for both regions.

By measuring the thermal emission from atmospheric water vapor near the 

1.35 cm resonance line, the phase delay due to the vapor can be predicted. Using 

a derived expression relating vapor phase delay and brightness temperature 

difference at two frequencies, vapor phase delays were predicted which always 

agreed within twenty percent and usually within ten percent of the exact value for all 

cases considered. In the cases for which the model atmosphere used in calculating 

weighting function constants was appropriate (namely those for hour 0, 1966) agreement 

was always within five percent. The major source of error in these calculations is  

the temperature variation in the atmosphere. The relative errors should be signiflciantly 

le s s  in predicting relative phase differences along slightly different paths.
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Another method for predicting phase delays from emission spectra is  the opti

mum linear inversion technique developed by Staelin [11] and applied to the atmospheric 

water vapor problem by Gaut [9] and Gaut, Barrett and Staelin [12]. Their results 

indicate that the total amount of water vapor can be predicted to approximately 1 per

cent accuracy with this method. However, the data used in making the predictions 

consisted of an absolute value of atmospheric opacity at five frequencies. A measure

ment of opacity is  much more difficult to perform than that of the difference in 

brightness temperature at two frequencies required for the inversion technique used 

in this paper. At the time of writing, the author had not successfully applied the 

optimum linear inversion technique to the problem of estimating total water vapor 

and vapor phase delays from a measurement of the difference in brightness tempera

ture at .two frequencies. This work is  being continued.

Suggestions for further work in the problem of phase fluctuations due to 

atmospheric turbulence are: (1) Putting into operation a system of two or more 

infrared hygrometers at various baselines to determine the fluctuations in water 

vapor over slightly different paths. From these measurements one can tell whether 

or not a correction is  needed for vapor-caused phase fluctuations, provided the 

infrared instruments accurately measure the water vapor content. (2) A study of the 

limitations of the infrared hygrometers due to cloud coverage and calibration accuracy.

(3) A study of the possibility of building an infrared device sensitive enough to detect 

the water vapor in emission, rather than absorption against the sun as is  now being 

done. If this proves possible, the problem of predicting phase fluctuations from 

infrared emission measurements should be considered. (4) Construction of two 

radiometers operating near the 1.35 cm water vapor resonance for predicting vapor- 

caused phase fluctuations and comparing with or correcting for the phase fluctuations 

in the NKAO interferometer at Green Bank.
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Fig. 7 — Atmospheric w ater vapor profiles (monthly m eans, 1966).



Fig. 8 — Index of refraction of w ater vs. wavelength.
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Fig. 9 — Atmospheric w ater vapor soectra
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F ig . 10 — W ater vapor absorption coefficient.
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APPENDIX 1

The Dispersive Effect of the 1.35 cm Water 
Vapor Resonance Line on the Refractive Index of Air

The refractive index n and absorption coefficient a  in decibels per kilometer 

are related to the complex dielectric constant, € = € ̂  -  i  €. by [1]

(1)

where X is  in cm and it has been assumed n2 «  1 (valid for air since n «  l .  0003).
8JL1T

In the region near a resonant frequency vQ, quantum mechanical calculations 

of the complex dielectric constant yield [1]

A i>
€ -  1 = r Av2 + (v -  vQ)2 (2)

Av.
€ .
1

Av
Av2 + (v vQ)2 (3 )

where A is  a dimensionless constant and Av is  the line breadth constant assumed 

due to collisions and small compared to v .

Combining (1), (2), and (3) with Xv = c yields

€ 1 1 0 "6
c r *  ^

r 27rlogjn e 10 Av k v * a (4)

For water vapor [Av is  determined experimentally [2] as . 087 cm”1 . 

Combining this with the other constants in (4):

« -  1 = (3.12 x 10'6) r  ' — -  1v a
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and the refractive index is

von = V7-  = 1 + 1. 56 x 10 “6 r - l a

or

n -  1 = 1. 56 x  10~6 ~  -  1 oi ( 5)v

where a  is  attenuation in dB/km. Equation (5) for (n -  1) as a function of frequency 

is  plotted in figure A -l. Values of ot from [2] were used and are also plotted in this 

figure. The values of a  shown in the figure are typical for atmospheric conditions. 

It is  seen from the figure than n differs from unity by le ss  than 10“7 as a result of 

water absorption.

The standard deviation in n due to changing meteorological conditions varies 

from 10 to 25 • 10“6 [3] and is  approximately two orders of magnitude larger 

than the variation in n due to dispersion at 1.35 cm.
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APPENDIX 2

Relation Between Water Vapor Density, Relative Humidity, and Temperature

[Reference: Hess, S. L . , Introduction to Theoretical Meteorology, section 4.7,  
c. 1959, Holt, Rinehart and Winston. ]

The water vapor mixing ratio, w, is  the ratio of the m ass of water vapor 

present to the mass of dry air containing the vapor:

where p^ = vapor density

where egat(T) is  vapor saturation pressure at temperature T. Relative humidity

= dry air density 

e = partial pressure due to vapor 

P = total pressure

€ = ratio of the molecular weights of water and dry air

The saturation mixing ratio, w , is
s

(2)

RH, is  the ratio of w to w expressed in percent:s

RH = 100 w
w (3 )

s

Combining (1), (2), and (3)

* esat(T) p = . 0 1 RH — —  p,  v P d (4)

P and p^ may be eliminated from (4) by applying the ideal gas law

PV = NRT (5)
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Using (5), (4) becomes

p = . 01 RH esat<T> pdV 1
v T N R

-  . 01RH R T (6)

where m^ = molecular weight of dry air 

= 28. 966 up to 60 km 

R = gas constant

Inserting numerical values into (6) yields for altitudes of 60 km or le ss  

. RH •«*<*>
PV = 2,17 ------T------- <7>

where p^ = vapor density in grams per cubic meter.

es at(T) = vapor saturation pressure in millibars.

T = temperature in degrees Kelvin.

RH = relative humidity in percent. 

esat(T)A plot of the function 2.17 — ^—  is  shown in figure A-2. Values of e (T) were
^ Sou

taken from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.

Note that the vapor density is  a function of relative humidity and temperature only 

and does not depend upon pressure.
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